
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

DO NOT USE indoors
or in enclosed spaces!

Operating the fogger in an enclosed
area, where fog can become heavily

concentrated, may cause fire or
explosion, which can result in
SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH.

   FOR YOUR SAFETY

If you smell gas:
1. Do not attempt to light fogger.
2. Extinguish any open flame.
3. Disconnect fuel supply.
4. Wait for gas smell to dissipate 

before attempting to light again.Propane

16.4 oz.

14.1 oz.

MAPP Oxygen

Only use standard-long blue 14.1 oz. or
standard-wide green 16.4 oz propane cylinder.

Using the WRONG Cylinder or Gas may
result in flare-ups which can result in

SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH.

Always inspect the threaded outlet of the propane fuel 
cylinder and remove any dirt that may be there. Improper 
attachment of the propane gas cylinder to the fogger may 

result in a gas leak. Care must be taken not to cross 
thread when attaching the cylinder.

ALWAYS KEEP FOGGER LEVEL

Hot liquid may squirt.

Do not stand in front of the fogger
or point at others while heating or in use.

Doing so can result in
SERIOUS INJURY or DEATH.

COIL

ALWAYS KEEP FOGGER LEVEL

Maintain 5’ distance (min.) from the
nozzle tip to any surface or

ornamental plant!

(NOT TO SCALE)

5 ft.
ALWAYS disconnect
fuel supply before
storing.

NEVER set fogger
onto or near flammable
objects or surfaces.
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ALWAYS KEEP FOGGER LEVEL

Do not pump
while coil is cool.

Pumping while cool will
cause liquid to be ejected.

Allow fogger to properly
heat prior to pumping!

Ejecting liquid while
heating is normal.

Fogger is ready when
coils are glowing red.
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While heating, it is common for hot liquid to eject out of the nozzle.
Always direct the nozzle in a safe direction.


